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PHOTOGRAPHY
FOREWORD

Photographers have a unique way of seeing.
We can show the world with a perspective that
not many people can. The best photographs I’ve
‘taken’ are moments where I’ve not had a camera
but stumbled across a scene and envisaged the
photograph in my mind. We see beauty in the norm
and that is truly special.

PAUL PHUNG
Visiting Speaker (Alumni 2010)
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Glue brings together multiple viewpoints, voices and works to showcase emerging talent.

individuals, glue acts as a bond to connect creatives together.
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G LUE

Marking a physical waypoint for the separate and the multiple with the coming together of
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G O LDEN Y EARS

Isabelle Biggs

We have no choice over ageing. It is an inescapable condition of life but yet it can
be viewed as a weakness. Why should that be so? 'Golden Years' focuses on a few
of the very many so-called older people who continue to have active lifestyles.

isabellebiggs.co.uk

The series investigates the truth of ageing, the stereotypical ideas that come

biggsisabelle@gmail.com

with it and the actual reality. Age can be about new beginnings.
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SECO ND NATURE

Jenny Briggs

'Second Nature' serves as an inquisition into themes of land use and manipulation
of the environment in the 21st century. Various manufactured materials and
objects are implemented in the frame to comment on contemporary society and

jennybriggs.uk

our self-assigned hierarchic role within the natural landscape, as materials that

hello@jennybriggs.uk

originate from land now appear invasive when returned to their source. The work
plays with notions of representation in photography, using sculptural aesthetics
and the method of intervention to explore our connection to land and how this has
evolved in a world consumed by mass production.
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UNKNO WN

Jodie Clegg

‘Unknown’ uses fashion as a means of communication. The project is an
investigation into spiritualism and the afterlife, asking the viewer to question
what they believe. The images aim to question the belief of a connection between

jodieclegg.com

our world and a spirit world. Using handmade sets and props, and collaboration
to enhance the imagery, Jodie transports the viewer, making them think about
what is real and what is not.
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UNNO TICED

Charlotte Conner ty

‘Unnoticed’ explores an interdisciplinary process between photography and art.
Capturing the unseen spaces above, the photographer has used the building to
illustrate different forms, colours and textures. The documentation of Leeds

charlotteconner ty.com

College of Art is to represent a place that has helped the photographer develop

charlotte_conner ty@hotmail.co.uk

and discover her own style. The building is full of creativity, which is shown across
the frame from the base image to the materials that have been used to apply the
paint to the surface.
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TRASHED TO TREAS URED

Charlotte Cook

'Trashed to Treasured' explores consumerism with an emphasis on unwanted,
rejected and underappreciated household objects. As a society, we find security
in the cycle of purchase and disposal. By reappropriating selected elements of

charlottecook.org

varying material, shape and form, the work creates ideas of an ‘Ideal’ home. By
translating 3D objects to 2D ‘designer’ wallpaper, the work shows discarded
neglected objects in an aesthetically pleasing light, yet the content remains
surprising and extraordinary in highlighting our throwaway disposable culture.
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HEDO NISTIC G ENERATIO N

Lauren Coyne

This work explores the relationship between modern layers of the world through
social media. Individuals corrupted by mobile phones and the constant battle
between uploading images to the Internet, keeping their followers up to date with

lc251 246.wix.com/laurencoyne

their latest antics. With the use of found imagery, the project takes the viewer
through the journey of going out for a night-out and contrasts this with images
personally shot. The project delves inside the chaos of the aftermath of a nightout and from the night before– images of which individuals would not promote via
their social network pages.
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O THERNES S

James Cray

This work encourages the consideration of otherness; the quality or fact of
being different. To think about how each and everyone lives their own different
lives. Anyone outside our social circles is like an extra in the background of our

jamescray.co.uk

surroundings but they too have their own emotions, pains, pleasures, ambitions,

info@jamescray.co.uk

friends and complex lives. Other people we walk past everyday are living a life as
vivid and complex as ours.
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CHICKEN THERAP Y

Jed Dunton

It has been proven that chickens can help support some of the difficulties of people
who have Dementia, Alzheimer’s, and Autism. They can also benefit recovering
addicts, people with psychiatric illnesses and sufferers of depression. The

jeddunton.co.uk

portraits introduce the viewer to three different breeds of individual hens who all

jeddunton@gmail.com

contributed to benefiting a particular person’s life.
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O UR BENEATH – THE NO RTH

Ryan Egan

Throughout the North of England, photographer Ryan Egan set out to investigate
and document historic landfill sites to show how they have developed since their
closure. ‘Our Beneath – The North’ is the first in a series of four sections also

ryaneganphoto.com

featuring the Midlands, South East and South West that will follow at a later date.

ryaneganphoto@gmail.com
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A G IFT TO THE G O D O F S P EED

Laura Farrall

The TT is known as the most dangerous racetrack in the world. Riders reach
speeds of up to 200mph on single lane country roads with little to stop them from
hitting the surrounding stonewalls and lamp posts. Thoughts about the sacrifice

laurafarrall.com

of the bike and the people in the name of speed, which is nowhere more present

laurafarrall@outlook.com

than at the TT where riders have a dangerous addiction to the course, are a main
inspiration to the images.
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AIRS O FT

Luke Hayes

Images taken from a promotional video for Alpha55 Airsoft.

strikethrough.media
luke@strikethrough.media
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I AM NUDE

Sally Hornby

Over decades, the title of 'supermodel' has gained more and more status due
to iconic names and the celebrity lifestyle that models have adopted. Today, due
to huge advances in social media, this 'supermodel' phenomenon is bigger than

sallyhornby.wix.com/sallyhornby

ever. This project stems from the idea that the fame and attention surrounding

sally_hornby@hotmail.com

this title has overpowered the promotion of fashion design. Focusing purely on
materials, textures and shapes, the photographer uses the visual language of
fashion to allow the audience to question the key purpose of fashion photography.
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BRADFO RD / BR-AT-FAD

Will Kneeshaw

The Bradford project is about documenting the city and figuring out for myself
what it has to offer, becoming familiar with the place and the people. The body
of work shows some of the chance situations, the people I met and the places I

kneeshawphotography.com

visited. And together they paint my personal experience with Bradford.

will.kneeshaw@icloud.com
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AT O NE WITH NATURE

Kinga Kopacz

‘At One With Nature’ explores the relationship between the model and nature. The
theme of nature has been introduced in different forms: the natural environment
surrounding the models, plants transported into the studio, or an artificial form

kopaczkinga95.wix.com/kingakopacz

of nature like the use of wallpapers being used in the photographic shoots.
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NEWQ UAY

Aimee-Rose Laing

This project explores the genre of commercial photography by combining the
visual languages of both commercial and fine art photography. By integrating
these two genres while creating a body of work that will sell places and products

aimeeroselalalaing.wix.com
/aimeerosephotography

to the public has illustrated that photography doesn't have to conform to a generic

aimeeroselaing.photography@gmail.com

personal style, that can be adapted to fit appropriate brands in the commercial

visual style. This project as a whole results in images which are distinctive to a
industry.
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NAE LAND

Lizzie Liddington

‘Nae Land’ is a visual exploration of traditional fishing villages in Southern
Scotland. The project looks at how the communities have changed through the
decline of the industry and the outward impact it has had.

lizzieliddington.com
liddingtonphotography@gmail.com

The photographic element focuses on the way the land has changed and how this
alters the community built upon it. A filmed interview with Johnny Johnston – ex
fisherman and harbourmaster – accompanies the project, offering a personal
insight into the photographs, bridging the gap between people and place.
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ELLERTO N HO USE

Olivia Lowry

Olivia Lowry is a commercial and advertising photographer, specialising in interiors,
products and a lifestyle imagery. Featuring a renovated 200 year old farm cottage,
this work shows wide angle, commercial style interior photography that is typically

olivialowryphotos.tumblr.com

seen in the context of property marketing or homeware retail advertising. The

olowry95@gmail.com

photographs invite the viewer into the space by providing a sense of comfort, warmth
and homely familiarity.
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J UXTAP O S ED ENTITY

Freya McWatt

Freya McWatt's collages explore the textures in the natural and urban landscape
to create this project. Each print combines several processes to build each
collage, using 35mm film images as a photographic texture base image to then

freyamcwatt.com

rework by printing, cutting and digitally editing.

freya-mcwatt@live.co.uk
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CO LUM BIDAE

Annabel Mellish

The pigeon and the dove are so instrinsically linked as a species, and yet the two
names - though referring to the same bird – have such opposing implications.
The dove linked to peace, purity and hope; the pigeon to filth, disease and

annabelmellishphotography.com

desperation. This work seeks to remove the label ‘pigeon’ and therefore strip the

annimellish@gmail.com

bird from negativity, offering an opportunity to observe and reflect upon their
presence in the daily lives of many.
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BREATHE

Lydia Meredith

These images are part of a larger series which explores the lives and produce
of twelve organic farmers from the ‘Hudson Valley’ located in New York State,
America. Taken on a medium format Hasselblad camera, time was spent with

lydiameredith.co.uk

each farmer, understanding and appreciating their passion and dedication to

lydiameredith@hotmail.co.uk

producing chemical free food using sustainable farming methods. This body of

@breathemagazine

work forms the content of 'Breathe' magazine, edition one.
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M O O REHO US E & M O RE

Matthew Moorhouse

Matthew Moorhouse is a fashion photographer based in Leeds & Manchester.
Working mainly photographing women’s wear and taking influence from a variety
of sources including landscape and nature, Moorehouse creates fashion images

matthewdmoorhouse@gmail.com

with a focus on colour and texture.
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100 S TO RIES ABO UT DES IRE

Frank Morpeth

All people are born understanding the language of the body, but human nature
is to reject the intuitive for the controllable. Instead we create new languages the unnatural contortions of the body in advertising, in art and sculpture as far

instagram.com/franksiduri

back as the classical era. This serves as an exploration of the dichotomy between
these two, the constant push to tame the language of the body & the constant
push back by our subservience to our own human nature.
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EDEN

Aimee Newmarch

'Eden' is an exploration into our depletion and coinciding manipulation of the
natural landscape through the aid of technology. The photographs are intended
to represent our involvement in the changing landscape and aim to serve as

shotbyaimee.tumblr.com

a visual metaphor for the way in which technology allows us to change our

aimeecatherinef0.95@gmail.com

surroundings and henceforth our relationship with the natural world.
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THICKER THAN BLO O D

Jeremy Hugh O'Connor

Currently people appear to be less interested in the past than the future. It’s
easy to see oneself as existing in isolation, forgetting that we are the result of
generations of individuals, each with their own idiosyncrasies and stories to tell.

jeremyhughphoto.com

This project aims to convey a sense of this individual identity of family members

jeremyhughphoto@gmail.com

through portraits and imagery of their homes and possessions. The project is a
chance to explore family memories, history and find a personal place within it.
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FLEX

Ben Renshaw

‘FLEX’ demonstrates a sustained practical enquiry into a sculptural aesthetic
that explores the relationship between model, garment and environment through
fashion photography. Inspired by Eadweard Muybridge’s repeated studies, the

tatham-renshaw.com

fashion shoot has been used as an opportunity to examine the clothing in the
hopes of understanding something new about it. The work is stripped of any
connotations other than what is visible physically in order to utilise every formal
element within the photograph, therefore enabling the viewer to also examine
what is presented.
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THE M USIC WILL NEV ER STO P

Ailsa Rham

This project shows the strain in which professional dancers have to put their
bodies through when training to dance. The images show awkward body shapes
that seem almost inhuman to perform, exploring the temporariness the form of

@ailsarhamphotography

the body in being so effortless to disentangle from this.

ailsarham95@gmail.com
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42 – 2

Amelia Rober tson

Although there’s been a decline in British manufacturing over the past 30 years,
the present vehicle manufacture is thriving. Originating from her interest in the
economical and political impact of the decline of the industry, Robertson spent

ameliaelsie.com

her time visiting factories to investigate what is left of British manufacture

ameliarober tson@hotmail.co.uk

including bus, train and car production lines to form this documentary project.
Although she uses her photographic output to communicate the pure scale of the
transport industry today, collecting research, conducting interviews and using
found imagery are also key elements to her practice.
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WY

Rob Searle

A brutally honest depiction of West Yorkshire combining architecture and
chance events.

facebook.com/robsearlephoto
rob@searlephoto.co.uk
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D'J ACKEL

Karl Spencer

D’Jackel explores a diverse range of subjects through street wear fashion,
implementing the Generation Z theory, the photographer takes an authentic
1920’s colour pallet and turned it on its head, using the colour way to produce

karl@goatcollective.co.uk

new and contemporary outfits based around niche fashion and certain aspects
of youth culture.
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FRAG M ENT

Atli Steinsson

To create and develop his fashion portfolio, throughout the last year Steinsson
has used experimentation and intuitive practice within his work to contextualize
himself within the industry of fashion photography. Much of his focus has been

steinsson.co.uk

on exploring fashion photography with the combination of different genres of

atli@steinsson.co.uk

photography, especially the relationship between landscape and fashion.
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WILD G ENERATIO N

Ellie Summers

'Wild Generation' explores the concept within the title of being a 'Millennial'.
Being born in between the years 1989 – 2000, therefore considered a millennial
baby, Summers has focused on getting her generation heard through the power

wildgenerationzine.tumblr.com

of photography. The project explores a voice of herself and her peers, candidly
capturing personal experiences using 35mm film.
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P ENNY IDO L$

Emily Tomasso

Penny Idol$, presented by photographer Emily Tomasso and sculptor Pippa
Eason, aims to synthesize sculpture and photography, communicating themes
of the readymade in a playful take on kitsch form. The work targets nostalgia

emilytomasso.co.uk

and questions of taste using ambitious photographic manipulation to push the
ordinary object into higher realms of being. An integration of reimagined found
photography shows the disconcerting truth behind where objects are born. This
intervention aims to reposition the throwaway object into a higher realm of being.
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FRAY ED

Abigail Wade

‘Frayed’ aims to raise awareness of depression through imagery by creating
a platform for people to understand and relate to depression using visual
representation. Wade has created this platform with her series of black and
white layered images. In doing so, each image denotes an emotion that is evoked
by depression. Her series of portrait and still life images have been sequenced
to communicate the struggles encountered by those suffering with depression.
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CHAP EAUX DE P ENSÉE

Laura Watkins

'Thinking Hat' looks at the changing of earth’s seasons, and how this affected
Watkins' emotional state growing up. It was by turning her attentions to art
that helped her take control of her anxieties and gave her a form of stability and

erniesandmillies2016.wix.com/
eandm-memoirs

control in her life. The images produced are inspired by fashion, fine art and
earth’s natural elements.

lauraashleyphotography@hotmail.co.uk
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I CAN'T DO LIKE I US ED TO

Natalie Willatt

'I Can't Do Like I Used To' examines the effect of the decline of manufacturing
industries on the family unit. Within the project, new photographs are displayed
beside family album images, which were taken between ten and twenty years

nataliewillatt.com

prior to the creation of the work.

nataliewillatt@gmail.com
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INTERV ENE

Anne Wyman

This work explores the issues surrounding the lack of plants within urban
spaces using the placement of plants to help people visualise how nature could
enhance the urban environment. Concrete buildings and high-rise towers

annewyman.co.uk

can become overwhelming with a constant repetition of shapes and colours;

hello@annewyman.co.uk

these photographs document the intervention in this visual ‘take over’ with the
photographer introducing plants in unexpected places.
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